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Blood and Money David McNally 2020-05-05 The
history of money and its violent and oppressive
origins from slavery to war—by the author of
Global Slump. In most accounts of the origins of
money we are offered pleasant tales in which it arises
to the mutual benefit of all parties as a result of
barter. But in this groundbreaking study, David
McNally reveals the true story of money’s origins
and development as one of violence and human bondage.
Money’s emergence and its transformation are shown
to be intimately connected to the buying and selling
of slaves and the waging of war. Blood and Money
demonstrates the ways that money has “internalized”
its violent origins, making clear that it has become a
concentrated force of social power and domination.
Where Adam Smith observed that monetary wealth
represents “command over labor,” this paradigm
shifting book amends his view to define money as
comprising the command over persons and their bodies.
“This fascinating and informative study, rich in novel
insights, treats money not as an abstraction from its
social base but as deeply embedded in its essential
functions and origins in brutal violence and harsh
oppression.” —Noam Chomsky “A fine-grained
historical analysis of the interconnection between
war, enslavement, finance, and money from classical
times to present.” —Jeff Noonan, author of The
Troubles of Democracy “McNally casts an unsparing
light on the origins of money—and capitalism
itself—in this scathing, Marxist-informed account . . .
. McNally builds a powerful, richly documented
argument that unchecked capitalism prioritizes greed
and violence over compassion . . . . [T]his searing
academic treatise makes a convincing case.”
—Publishers Weekly
Economic Theology Philip Goodchild 2020-06-23 In
Economic Theology, Goodchild offers a philosophical
analysis of the contemporary economy in terms of the
way it structures credit and faith. The Great
Financial Crisis of 2007 and onwards has exposed the
extent to which the economy functions as a network
of credits and debts. Credit and debt may now be
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understood as the driving force of economic
behaviour. In this analysis, economic theories of
markets and money are also ways of ordering trust.
Similarly, the institutions of money, finance and
banking provide the framework enabling trust and
cooperation. Goodchild explores how reliance on such
theories and institutions produces disequilibrium
dynamics, growing inequalities, increasing enclosure,
resource depletion and breakdown. Nevertheless, the
failures of the system only intensify efforts to
extend the system itself. Building on and extending
Goodchild’s Theology of Money, the author exposes
the extent to which humanity has become enslaved
within theories and institutions of its own making. As
the second volume in his Credit and Faith trilogy,
Goodchild explains how the economy itself is a way
of shaping time and attention, care and evaluation,
trust and cooperation, so directly assuming a
theological role. This volume extends the
theological critique of the dynamics of financial
capitalism.
Paper Dragons Walden Bello 2019-08-15 Emerging
relatively unscathed from the banking crisis of 2008,
China has been viewed as a model of both rampant
success and fiscal stability. But beneath the surface
lies a network of fissures that look likely to erupt
into the next big financial crash. A bloated realestate sector, roller-coaster stock market, and
rapidly growing shadow-banking sector have all
coalesced to create a perfect storm: one that is in
danger of taking the rest of the world's economy
with it. Walden Bello traces our recent history of
financial crises – from the bursting of Japan's 'bubble
economy' in 1990 to Wall Street in 2008 – taking in
their political and human ramifications such as rising
inequality and environmental degradation. He not
only predicts that China might be the site of the next
crash, but that under neoliberalism this will simply
keep happening. The only way that we can stop this
cycle, Bello argues, is through a fundamental change
in the ways that we organise: a shift to cooperative
enterprise, respectful of the environment, and which
fractures the twin legacies of imperialism and
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capitalism. Insightful, erudite and passionate, Paper
Dragons is a must-read for anyone wishing to prevent
the next financial meltdown.
The Sociology of Debt Mark Featherstone 2020-12
Key thinkers with a range of perspectives provide a
sociological analysis of debt focused upon its
social, political, economic, and cultural meanings.
Contributors consider the lived experience of debt and
financialisation taking place globally with accounts
that span sociological, cultural, and economic
forms of analysis.
Im Bann der Plattformen Geert Lovink 2017-05-31
Die digitale Welt im Post-Snowden-Zeitalter: Wir
wissen, dass wir unter berwachung stehen, aber
machen weiter, als ob es nichts zu bedeuten h tte.
Obwohl Unternehmen wie Facebook, Google und
Amazon unsere Privatsph re immer st rker infiltrieren,
bleibt die Nutzung der sozialen Medien ungebrochen unterst tzt durch immer kleinere Ger te, die sich fest
in unseren Alltag eingenistet haben. Wir sind hin- und
hergeworfen zwischen Angst vor Abh ngigkeit und
verdeckter Obsession. Mit diesem f nften Teil seiner
laufenden Untersuchungen zur kritischen
Internetkultur taucht der niederl ndische
Medientheoretiker Geert Lovink in die paradoxe Welt
der neuen digitalen Normalit t ein: Wohin bewegen sich
Kunst, Kultur und Kritik, wenn sich das Digitale immer
mehr in den Hintergrund des Alltags einf gt? Der Band
behandelt u.a. die Selfie-Kultur, die Internet-Fixierung
des amerikanischen Schriftstellers Jonathan Franzen,
das Internet in Uganda, die sthetik von Anonymous
und die Anatomie der Bitcoin-Religion: Wird die
Geldschaffung durch Cyber-W hrungen und
Crowdfunding zu einer Neuverteilung des Reichtums
beitragen oder die Kluft zwischen reich und arm eher
vergr
ern? Was wird in diesem Zeitalter des Freien
das Einkommensmodell der 99% sein? Geert Lovink
zeichnet nicht einfach ein d steres Bild der leeren
Wirklichkeit einer 24/7-Kommunikation, sondern zeigt
auch radikale Alternativen hierzu auf.
Postkapitalismus Paul Mason 2016-04-11 Drei Dinge
wissen wir: Der Kapitalismus hat den Feudalismus
abgel st; seither durchlief er zyklische Tiefs,
sp testens seit 2008 stottert der Motor. Was wir
nicht wissen: Erleben wir eine der blichen Krisen oder
den Anbruch einer postkapitalistischen Ordnung? Paul
Mason blickt auf die Daten, sichtet Krisentheorien –
und sagt: Wir stehen am Anfang von etwas Neuem. Er
nimmt dabei berlegungen auf, die vor ber 150 Jahren
in einer Londoner Bibliothek entwickelt wurden und
laut denen Wissen und intelligente Maschinen den
Kapitalismus eines Tages »in die Luft sprengen «
k nnten. Im Zeitalter des Stahls und der Schrauben,
der Hierarchien und der Knappheit war diese Vision so
radikal, dass Marx sie schnell in der Schublade
verschwinden lie . In der Welt der Netzwerke, der
Kooperation und des digitalen berflusses ist sie
aktueller denn je. In seinem atemberaubenden Buch f hrt
Paul Mason durch Schreibstuben, Gef ngniszellen,
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Flugzeugfabriken und an die Orte, an denen sich der
Widerstand Bahn bricht. Mason verkn pft das
Abstrakte mit dem Konkreten, b ndelt die berlegungen
von Autoren wie Thomas Piketty, David Graeber,
Jeremy Rifkin und Antonio Negri und zeigt, wie wir aus
den Tr mmern des Neoliberalismus eine gerechtere und
nachhaltigere Gesellschaft errichten k nnen.
Family theme parks, happiness and children’s
consumption: From roller-coasters to Pippi
Longstocking David Cardell 2016-09-24 This book
provides an ethnographic contribution to research on
children’s consumption, family life and happiness.
Various and shifting notions of happiness are
explored, as well as conditions for and challenges to
happiness, through an analysis of video-recorded
interviews and mobile ethnography conducted in two
of the most popular theme parks in Sweden. Initially,
the study outlines how previous research has
conceptualized happiness in association with time and
place in a rather static way. Based on a treatise of
notions of happiness in philosophy and the social
sciences, there is a turn in this thesis towards
practice. It generates fundamental knowledge about
the complexity of happiness. By employing this
approach, it is possible to highlight how happiness is
enacted as part of and in relation to ideals of family
life, time, childhood, money, consumption, experiences
and material things. As we explore the practices of
children and their families, we discover that shifting
meanings of happiness are located in contemporary
culture, where emotions and consumption are of
central importance. The approach is interdisciplinary,
and draws on theoretical and methodological
contributions in sociology, anthropology and Science
and Technology Studies (STS). Notions of meshwork
and enactment become important for the exploration
of happiness as a complex and changing matter, which
productively involves social relations and material
things. Throughout the thesis there is a dialogue with
previous research on happiness, consumption and
childhood which highlights the importance of exploring
messy practices, in movement. It is argued that
explorations of practice contribute to a critical
understanding of how happiness and contemporary
ideals of childhood can be approached – through
consumption and as part of citizenship in a consumer
society where happiness is of central importance.
Abstract [sv] Denna avhandling utg r ett
etnografiskt bidrag till forskning om barns
konsumtion, familjeliv och lycka. Genom en analys av
videoinspelade intervjuer samt familjebes k till tv
av Sveriges mest v lbes kta temaparker utforskas
skiftande betydelser av lycka, liksom dess
f ruts ttningar och utmaningar. Tidigare temaparksforskning har generellt tagit lyckans existens f r
given. Utifr n en inledande diskussion om bland annat
olika filosofiska och samh llsvetenskapliga
lyckoteorier argumenterar avhandlingen f r att
studier av praktik tillf r ny och grundl ggande
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kunskap om lyckans komplexa sammans ttningar.
order, the problem of debt has never been the sole
Avhandlingen visar d rigenom att lycka iscens tts purview of closed economic circles. This book offers a
som en del av – och i f rh llande till – ideal om
key to understanding the centrality of public debt
familjeliv, tid, barndom, pengar, konsumtion,
today by revealing that political problems of public
upplevelser och materiella ting. Genom att fokusera
debt have and will continue to need a political
p barn och deras familjers praktiker lokaliseras
response. Today’s tendency to consider public debt as
lyckans skiftande betydelser i en samtidskultur d r
a source of fragility or economic inefficiency misses
emotioner och konsumtion r centrala. Avhandlingens the fact that, since the eighteenth century, public
ansats r tv rvetenskaplig och h mtar teoretisk debts and capital markets have on many occasions
och metodologisk inspiration fr n sociologi,
been used by states to enforce their sovereignty and
antropologi samt teknik- och vetenskapsstudier
build their institutions, especially in times of war. It
(STS). Genom denna ansats synligg rs
is nonetheless striking to observe that certain
sammanfl tningar av sociala relationer och
solutions that were used in the past to smooth out
materiella ting som produktiva i iscens ttandet av
public debt crises (inflation, default, cancellation, or
lycka. Genom en dialog mellan empiriska beskrivningar
capital controls) were left out of the political
och forskning om lycka, konsumtion och barndom
framing of the recent crisis, therefore revealing how
belyser avhandlingen n dv ndigheten av att
the balance of power between bondholders,
synligg ra och utforska r riga och r rliga
taxpayers, pensioners, and wage-earners has evolved
praktiker. Det bidrar till en kritisk f rst else av
over the past 40 years. Today, as the Covid-19
praktik som kan f r ndra hur vi n rmar oss lycka ochpandemic opens up a dramatic new crisis, reconnecting
samtida barndomsideal – som konsumenter och
the history of capitalism and that of democracy
medborgare i ett lyckostr vande
seems one of the most urgent intellectual and
konsumtionssamh lle.
political tasks of our time. This global political
Planet Utopia Mark Featherstone 2017-02-17 The
history of public debt is a contribution to this debate
key figure of the capitalist utopia is the individual
and will be of interest to financial, economic, and
who is ultimately free. The capitalist’s ideal society
political historians and researchers. Chapters 13 and
is designed to protect this freedom. However, within
19 are available open access under a Creative
Planet Utopia: Utopia, Dystopia, Globalisation,
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via
Featherstone argues that capitalist utopian vision,
link.springer.com.
which is most clearly expressed in theories of global
Philosophie des Geldes Georg Simmel 1900
finance, is no longer sustainable today. This book
Parallax of Growth Ole Bjerg 2018-03-15
concerns the status of utopian thinking in
Parallax of Growth explores the ideas of economy
contemporary global society and the possibility of
and ecology and the factors that have put them on a
imagining alternative ways of living outside of
collision course. Bjerg argues that our current mode
capitalism. Using a range of sociological and
of economic organization is characterized by an
philosophical theories to write the first intellectual
inherent debt drive, whereby the creation of money
history of the capitalist utopia in English,
through the issuance of commercial bank credit has
Featherstone provokes the reader into thinking about
locked our economy into a vicious circle of forced
ways of moving beyond this model of organising
growth and increasing debt. Parallax of Growth is
social life through sociological modes of thought.
not a catalogue of solutions to the ecological or
Indeed, this enlightening volume seeks to show how
the economic crisis. The book aims to shift the inquiry
utopian thinking about the way people should live has from what shall we do? to why have we not already
been progressively captured by capitalism with the
done it? In order to address the challenges of our
result that it is difficult to imagine alternatives to
contemporary times of crisis, we need to understand
capitalist society today. Presenting sociology and
how the idea of growth is deeply ingrained in the
sociological thinking as a utopian alternative to the
ideology as well as the organization of our society.
capitalist utopia, Planet Utopia will appeal to
The book aims to open the space for philosophical
postgraduate and postdoctoral students interested
thinking about this important issue.
in subjects including Sociology, Social Theory,
Finance Fictions Arne De Boever 2018-03-06 Finance
Cultural Studies, Cultural Theory and Continental
Fictions takes the measure of what it means to live in
Philosophy.
a world ruled by high finance by examining the tension
A World of Public Debts Nicolas Barreyre
between psychosis and realism that plays out in the
2020-10-26 This book analyzes public debt from a
contemporary finance novel. When the things traded
political, historical, and global perspective. It
at the center of the economy cease to be things at
demonstrates that public debt has been a defining
all, but highly abstracted speculations, how do we
feature in the construction of modern states, a main
come to see the real? What sorts of narrative can
driver in the history of capitalism, and a potent
accurately approach the actual workings of a
geopolitical force. From revolutionary crisis to
neoliberal economy marked by accelerating cycles of
empire and the rise and fall of a post-war world
market crashes, economic and political crisis, and
making-money-the-philosophy-of-crisis-capitalism
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austerity? Revisiting such twentieth-century
Finanzmarkt-Kapitalismus f r Mensch und kosystem
classics of the genre as Tom Wolfe's Bonfire of the
hat. Der Finanzsektor verzerrt und dominiert die
Vanities and Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho, De
Realwirtschaft. Bezahlbare Finanzierungen werden
Boever argues that the twenty-first century is
vorenthalten, das Geld stattdessen f r
witnessing the birth of a new kind of realistic novel
Spekulationen und Risikogesch fte verwendet.
that can make sense of complex financial instruments
Investitionen, die nachhaltig Arbeitspl tze, L hne und
like collateralized debt obligations, credit default
Gewinne schaffen, werden nur noch marginal get tigt,
swaps, and digital algorithms operating at speeds
denn: Geld wird mit Geld verdient. Der Finanzsektor ist
faster than what human beings or computers can
au er Kontrolle, es ist dringend geboten, dass
record. If in 1989 Wolfe could still urge novelists
Demokratien die Kontrolle ber die Geldproduktion
to work harder to “tame the billion-footed beast of
zur ckgewinnen und den Finanzsektor einhegen. Nur dann
reality,” today’s economic reality confronts us with
wird die Finanzbranche wieder im Sinne der Gesellschaft
a difference that is qualitative rather than
und des kosystems agieren.
quantitative: a new financial ontology requiring new
Das Kapital im 21. Jahrhundert 2015
modes of thinking and writing. Mobilizing the
Verteidigung des Marxismus Lev Davidovi Trockij
philosophical thought of Quentin Meillassoux in the
2006
close reading of finance novels by Robert Harris,
Nature, Society, and Justice in the Anthropocene Alf
Michel Houellebecq, Ben Lerner and less well-known
Hornborg 2019-06-27 Money and market prices
works of conceptual writing such as Mathew
obscure an unequal global exchange of resources,
Timmons’ Credit, Finance Fictions argues that realism
which is a prerequisite to what we perceive as
is in for a speculative update if it wants to take on
technological progress.
the contemporary economy—an “if” whose
The Politics of Destination in the 2030 Sustainable
implications turn out to be deeply political. Part
Development Goals Clive Gabay 2018-08-13 This
literary study and part philosophical inquiry, Finance book represents an unusual intervention in debates
Fictions seeks to contribute to a new mindset for
about the nature of contemporary international
creative and critical work on finance in the twentydevelopment, where the majority of scholarship tends
first century.
to concern itself with measuring or collating goal
Credo Credit Crisis Aidan Tynan 2017-08-25
performance. Through a series of analyses of the
Bringing together both established and emerging
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, this
scholars from critical and cultural theory,
book explores development as a political construct,
literature, philosophy, and theology, this book
and is concerned with the kinds of epistemological,
examines the intersection of economics and religion.
hegemonic, or politico-economic assumptions built
Understanding Money Aditya Nain 2021-07-30 This
into contemporary development policy, and the ensuing
book offers a novel understanding of money by moving
effectiveness the SDGs will have in terms of
away from the dominant lens of economics through
addressing or perpetuating the historical
which it is usually seen. In contrast to the economic
impoverishment of large groups of people living in
frameworks of "money", the volume examines
poverty. The contributors to the book take issue
philosophical discourses on money through
with many of the assumptions upon which SDGs rest,
conceptual frameworks that explain how monetary
while also broadening the conversation to pay
value manifests in various empirical monetary
attention to knowledge production, modernity,
systems. It showcases how the increasingly abstract
colonialism, exclusion, citizenship, and other
nature of the objects that stand proxy for money
conceptual insights. In this context, the book raises
could be conceptualized ontologically, highlighting
questions about the discourses and practices of the
the predominance of digital money today, as well as
SDGs, especially in relation to how they can: define
contemporary monetary innovations such as
the limits of what can be said and what can be done;
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. Provocative, yet
shape development logics through notions of division
grounded in a sound theoretical framework, this book
and forms of exclusion; construct political problems
will be of interest to scholars, students, and
as technical problems; create certain spaces of
teachers interested in money or monetary value,
imagination as a field of activity; and endorse
across various domains and disciplines such as
particular ideas and forms of knowledge in models for
philosophy, economics, sociology, anthropology,
sustainable development. This book was originally
finance, science, and technology studies, as well as
published as a special issue of Globalizations.
the interested general reader.
Der Code des Kapitals Katharina Pistor 2020-11-16
Die Produktion des Geldes Ann Pettifor 2018-03-05
Kapital ist das bestimmende Merkmal moderner
Die Macht ber die Produktion des Geldes liegt in der
Volkswirtschaften, doch die meisten Menschen haben
Hand von Gesch fts- oder Privatbanken. Ann Pettifor, keine Ahnung, woher es tats chlich kommt. Was
eine der f hrenden konom_innen, erkl rt, wie Geld undverwandelt blo en Reichtum in ein Verm gen, das
Kredit in modernen Gesellschaften geschaffen werden
automatisch mehr Reichtum schafft? Katharina Pistor
und welche politischen und sozialen Konsequenzen der
zeigt in ihrem bahnbrechenden Buch, wie Kapital hinter
making-money-the-philosophy-of-crisis-capitalism
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verschlossenen T ren in Anwaltskanzleien geschaffen economy.
wird und warum dies einer der wichtigsten Gr nde f r Der gute Banker Paul Murray 2016-08-24 Hat
die wachsende Ungleichheit in unseren Gesellschaften
Claude Martingale gehofft, er k nne seinem Leben als
ist. Das Recht »codiert« selektiv bestimmte
Banker durch seinen Umzug von Paris nach Dublin die
Verm genswerte und stattet sie mit der F higkeit aus, ersehnte Wende geben? Sein neuer Job in der
privaten Reichtum zu sch tzen und zu produzieren. Auf aufstrebenden Bank von Torabundo raubt ihm
diese Weise kann jedes Objekt, jeder Anspruch oder jede
jedenfalls schnell jegliche Illusion. Auch hier verbringt
Idee in Kapital umgewandelt werden – und Anw lte
er, wie alle seine Kollegen, seine Tage und N chte einzig
sind die H ter dieses Codes. Sie w hlen aus
im Dienste des Geldes. In diese l hmende Eint nigkeit
verschiedenen Rechtssystemen und Rechtsinstrumenten
platzt der Schriftsteller Paul, der, auf der Suche
diejenigen aus, die den Bed rfnissen ihrer Mandanten am
nach neuem Stoff, Claude zu seinem modernen Jedermann
besten dienen. Techniken, die vor Jahrhunderten
erkoren hat, zum Helden seines k nftigen literarischen
Landbesitz in Kapital transformierten, dienen heute zur
Meisterwerks. Unter Pauls h chst erfindungsreichem
Codierung von Aktien, Anleihen, Ideen und
Einfluss wird Claudes Leben tats chlich aufregender,
Zukunftserwartungen. Ein gro es, beunruhigendes
besonders als die sch ne griechische Kellnerin Ariadne
Portr t der globalen Natur dieses Codes sowie der
ins Geschehen tritt. Doch Paul treibt ein doppeltes
Menschen, die ihn gestalten, und der Regierungen, die ihn
Spiel, und auch die Bank von Torabundo erweist sich
durchsetzen.
als weniger ehrenwert als erhofft: zwielichtige
Portfolio Society Ivan Ascher 2016-09-10 As
bernahmen, dubioser Derivatehandel und eine neue
financial markets expand and continue to refashion the Unternehmensstrategie, die sich »kontraintuitives
world in their own image, the wealth of capitalist
Handeln« nennt – kann das alles gut gehen?
societies no longer presents itself as it did to Karl
Speculative Enterprise Mattie Burkert 2021-05-07 In
Marx in the nineteenth century, as a “monstrous
the wake of the 1688 revolution, England's
collection of commodities.” Instead, it appears as an
transition to financial capitalism accelerated
equally monstrous collection of financial securities, dramatically. Londoners witnessed the rise of creditand the critique of political economy must proceed
based currencies, securities markets, speculative
accordingly. But what would it mean to write
bubbles, insurance schemes, and lotteries. Many
Capital in the twenty-first century? Are we really
understood these phenomena in terms shaped by their
to believe that risk, rather than labor, is now
experience with another risky venture at the heart of
regarded as the true fount of economic value?
London life: the public theater. Speculative Enterprise
Likewise, can it truly be the case that the credit
traces the links these observers drew between the
relation — at least in the global North — has
operations of Drury Lane and Exchange Alley,
replaced the wage relation as the key site of
including their hypercommercialism, dependence on
exploitation and political struggle? And finally, if
collective opinion, and accessibility to people of
precarity is indeed the name of today’s proletarian
different classes and genders. Mattie Burkert identifies
condition, what possible future does it actually
a discursive "theater-finance nexus" at work in plays
portend, what analysis does it require? Through a
by Colley Cibber, Richard Steele, and Susanna
series of creative substitutions, Ascher’s Portfolio
Centlivre as well as in the vibrant eighteenth-century
Society extends Marx’s critical project in bold and
media landscape. As Burkert demonstrates, the stock
unexpected ways. In this work, Ascher demystifies
market and the entertainment industry were recognized
crucial dimensions of contemporary finance and
as deeply interconnected institutions that, when
considers the predicaments of societies whose own
considered together, illuminated the nature of the
future is now shaped by volatile financial markets. In
public more broadly and gave rise to new modes of
the end, we may find that much has changed and much
publicity and resistance. In telling this story,
has not; relations of domination still endure, and
Speculative Enterprise combines methods from literary
mystifications do abound; but the devil is in the
studies, theater and performance history, media
details, and that is where Ascher would have us
theory, and work on print and material culture to
dwell. At once a critique of modern finance and of the
provide a fresh understanding of the centrality of
societies under its spell, Portfolio Society succeeds
theater to public life in eighteenth-century London.
in revealing the potential limits of Capital, while
The Cambridge Handbook of Discourse Studies Anna De
reveling still in its limitless potential.
Fina 2020-09-30 Discourse studies, the study of the
Credit Culture Nicky Marsh 2020-07-31 The book
ways in which language is used in texts and contexts,
re-reads the postmodern novel, presenting the ending of is a fast-moving and increasingly diverse field. With
the gold standard as a moment of continuity rather
contributions from leading and upcoming scholars
than radical change.
from across the world, and covering cutting-edge
The Market Logics of Contemporary Fiction Paul
research, this Handbook offers an up-to-date survey
Crosthwaite 2019-07-18 Contemporary British and
of Discourse Studies. It is organized according to
American fiction is defined by financial markets' power
perspectives and areas of engagement, with each
over the global publishing industry and the global
chapter providing an overview of the historical
making-money-the-philosophy-of-crisis-capitalism
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development of its topic, the main current issues,
debates and synergies, and future directions. The
Handbook presents new perspectives on wellestablished themes such as narrative, conversationanalytic and cognitive approaches to discourse,
while also embracing a range of up-to-the-minute
topics from post-humanism to digital surveillance,
recent methodological orientations such as linguistic
landscapes and multimodal discourse analysis, and
new fields of engagement such as discourses on race,
religion and money.
Making Money Ole Bjerg 2014-04-22 What is money?
Where does it come from? Who makes our money
today? And how can we understand the current state
of our economy as a crisis of money itself? In Making
Money, Ole Bjerg turns these questions into a matter
of philosophical rather than economic analysis. Using
the thinking of Slavoj i ek, while still engaging with
mainstream economic literature, the book provides a
genuinely philosophical theory of money. This theory
is unfolded in reflections on the nature of monetary
phenomenon such as financial markets, banks, debt,
credit, derivatives, gold, risk, value, price, interests,
and arbitrage. The analysis of money is put into an
historical context by suggesting that the current
financial turbulence and debt crisis are symptoms that
we live in the age of post-credit capitalism. By
bridging the fields of economics and contemporary
philosophy, Bjerg's work engages in a productive form
of intellectual arbitrage.
Sovereign Money Joseph Huber 2016-12-09 In coming
to terms with the still smoldering financial crisis,
little attention has been paid to the flaws within our
monetary system and how these flaws lie at the root
of the crisis. This book provides an introduction and
critical assessment of the current monetary system.
It begins with an up to date account of the workings
of today’s system of state-backed ‘bankmoney’,
illustrating the various forms and issuers of money,
and discussing money theory and fallacy past and
present. It also looks at related economic challenges
such as inflation and deflation, asset inflation and
bubble building that lead to market instability and
examines the ineffectual monetary policies and primary
credit markets that are failing to reach some sort of
self-limiting equilibrium. In order to fix our financial
system, we first need to understand its limitations
and the flaws in current monetary and regulatory
policy and then correct them. The concluding part of
this book is dedicated to the latter, advocating a
move towards the sovereign monetary prerogatives
of issuing the entire stock of official money and
benefitting from the gain thereof (seigniorage). The
author argues that these functions should be made
the sole responsibility of independent and impartial
central banks with full control over the stock of
money (not the uses of money) on the basis of a legal
mandate that would be more detailed than is the case
today. This includes a thorough separation of
making-money-the-philosophy-of-crisis-capitalism

monetary and fiscal powers, and of both from banking
and wider financing functions. This book provides a
welcome addition to the banking literature, guiding
readers through the inner workings of our monetary
and regulatory environments and proposing a new
way forward that will better protect our economy
from financial instability and crisis.
The Volatility Smile Emanuel Derman 2016-08-15
The Volatility Smile The Black-Scholes-Merton
option model was the greatest innovation of 20th
century finance, and remains the most widely applied
theory in all of finance. Despite this success, the
model is fundamentally at odds with the observed
behavior of option markets: a graph of implied
volatilities against strike will typically display a
curve or skew, which practitioners refer to as the
smile, and which the model cannot explain. Option
valuation is not a solved problem, and the past
forty years have witnessed an abundance of new
models that try to reconcile theory with markets.
The Volatility Smile presents a unified treatment of
the Black-Scholes-Merton model and the more
advanced models that have replaced it. It is also a
book about the principles of financial valuation and
how to apply them. Celebrated author and quant
Emanuel Derman and Michael B. Miller explain not just
the mathematics but the ideas behind the models. By
examining the foundations, the implementation, and the
pros and cons of various models, and by carefully
exploring their derivations and their assumptions,
readers will learn not only how to handle the
volatility smile but how to evaluate and build their
own financial models. Topics covered include: The
principles of valuation Static and dynamic
replication The Black-Scholes-Merton model Hedging
strategies Transaction costs The behavior of the
volatility smile Implied distributions Local
volatility models Stochastic volatility models
Jump-diffusion models The first half of the book,
Chapters 1 through 13, can serve as a standalone
textbook for a course on option valuation and the
Black-Scholes-Merton model, presenting the principles
of financial modeling, several derivations of the
model, and a detailed discussion of how it is used in
practice. The second half focuses on the behavior of
the volatility smile, and, in conjunction with the first
half, can be used for as the basis for a more advanced
course.
Das Zeitalter des berwachungskapitalismus
Shoshana Zuboff 2018-10-04 Gegen den Big-OtherKapitalismus ist Big Brother harmlos. Die Menschheit
steht am Scheideweg, sagt die Harvard- konomin
Shoshana Zuboff. Bekommt die Politik die wachsende
Macht der High-Tech-Giganten in den Griff? Oder
berlassen wir uns der verborgenen Logik des
berwachungskapitalismus? Wie reagieren wir auf die
neuen Methoden der Verhaltensauswertung und manipulation, die unsere Autonomie bedrohen?
Akzeptieren wir die neuen Formen sozialer Ungleichheit?
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Ist Widerstand ohnehin zwecklos? Zuboff bewertet die
soziale, politische, konomische und technologische
Bedeutung der gro en Ver nderung, die wir erleben. Sie
zeichnet ein unmissverst ndliches Bild der neuen
M rkte, auf denen Menschen nur noch Quelle eines
kostenlosen Rohstoffs sind - Lieferanten von
Verhaltensdaten. Noch haben wir es in der Hand, wie
das n chste Kapitel des Kapitalismus aussehen wird.
Meistern wir das Digitale oder sind wir seine Sklaven?
Es ist unsere Entscheidung! Zuboffs Buch liefert eine
neue Erz hlung des Kapitalismus. An ihrer Deutung
kommen kritische Geister nicht vorbei.
Culture, Innovation, and Growth Dynamics Elias G.
Carayannis 2021-10-04 This book argues that ideas
in the social realm are the context-bound products of
distinct histories and cultures and thus cannot be
co-opted across place and time. When ideas are used
out of context, they become mere empty words that
are depicted as absolute ideals, independent of the
specific historical circumstances in which they were
conceived. Therefore, highly ideologically guidelines
based on one-size-fits-all principles are doomed to
fail. The book emphasizes that the dominant Western
intellectual paradigm has not improved human society
in either Western or non-Western parts of the world.
Some of the book's objectives are to rethink the
dominant paradigm and invent a new world. We face an
existential crisis that requires a new vision of the
world and its well-being: one that is more inclusive
and attentive to the diversity of people, histories,
and cultures. We must remember that diversity in
beliefs and values is the very essence of our humanity.
This seminal work is essential reading for researchers
of economic growth and development, political
science, and innovation.
The Routledge Handbook of Economic Theology
Stefan Schwarzkopf 2020-04-24 This Handbook
introduces and systematically explores the thesis
that the economy, economic practices and economic
thought are of a profoundly theological nature.
Containing more than 40 chapters, this Handbook
provides a state-of-the-art reference work that
offers students, researchers and policymakers an
introduction to current scholarship, significant
debates and emerging research themes in the study of
the theological significance of economic concepts and
the religious underpinnings of economic practices in a
world that is increasingly dominated by financiers,
managers, forecasters, market-makers and
entrepreneurs. This Handbook brings together
scholars from different parts of the world,
representing various disciplines and intellectual
traditions. It covers the development of economic
thought and practices from antiquity to
neoliberalism, and it provides insight into the
economic–theological teachings of major religious
movements. The list of contributors combines wellestablished scholars and younger academic talents.
The chapters in this Handbook cover a wide array of
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conceptual, historical, theoretical and
methodological issues and perspectives, such as the
economic meaning of theological concepts (e.g.
providence and faith); the theological underpinnings of
economic concepts (e.g. credit and property); the
religious significance of socio-economic practices in
various organizational fields (e.g. accounting and
work); and finally the genealogy of the
theological–economic interface in Judaism,
Christianity, Islam and in the discipline of economics
itself (e.g. Marx, Keynes and Hayek). The Routledge
Handbook of Economic Theology is organized in four
parts: • Theological concepts and their economic
meaning • Economic concepts and their theological
anchoring • Society, management and organization •
Genealogy of economic theology
Handbook of Research on Ethical Challenges in Higher
Education Leadership and Administration Wang,
Viktor 2020-04-03 Higher education institutions
are, more so than other organizations, deeply
complex, and they present a unique challenge to their
leaders and administrators. The unique complexities of
higher education call for governance founded on
thoughtful consideration of leadership practices,
theory, and styles that reflect the values of the
institution and its mission. Embedded in a rapidly
changing society, the future of higher education
leadership and administration is necessarily dynamic
and demands a strong ethical core to guide research,
knowledge production, and organizational behavior.
TheHandbook of Research on Ethical Challenges in
Higher Education Leadership and Administration is a
cutting-edge research publication that examines
leadership ethics that higher education institutions
must employ to be proactive, visionary, and ethically
sound. The publication covers the importance of
leadership ethics in higher education as well as the
foundation for developing frameworks in which to
ground the presence of leadership ethics in higher
education. Featuring a wide range of topics such as
distance education, free speech, and leadership, this
book is ideal for librarians, academicians,
administrators, researchers, education professionals,
policymakers, and students.
A Cultural History of Money in the Age of Empire
Bloomsbury Publishing 2021-03-11 The nineteenth
century was a time of intense monetization of social
life: increasingly money became the only means of
access to goods and services, especially in the new
metropolises; new technologies and infrastructures
emerged for saving and circulating money and for
standardizing coinage; and paper currencies were
printed, founded purely on trust without any intrinsic
metallic value. But the monetary landscape was
ambivalent so that the forces unifying monetary
practice (imperial and national currencies, global
monetary standards such as the gold standard)
coexisted with the proliferation of local currencies.
Money became a central issue in politics, the arts, and
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sciences - and the modern discipline of economics was
born, with its claim to a monopoly on knowing and
governing money. Drawing upon a wealth of visual
and textual sources, A Cultural History of Money in
the Age of Empire presents essays that examine key
cultural case studies of the period on the themes of
technologies, ideas, ritual and religion, the everyday,
art and representation, interpretation, and the issues
of the age.
Making Money Ole Bjerg 2014-05-01 “Explosive ... an
absolutely indispensable guide through the labyrinth
of economics.” – Slavoj i ek What is money? Where
does it come from? Who makes it? And how can we
understand the current state of our economy as a
crisis of money itself? In Making Money, Ole Bjerg
turns these questions into a matter of philosophical
rather than economic analysis. Applying the thinking
of Slavoj i ek and other scholars to mainstream
economic literature, Bjerg provides a radical new way
of looking at the mysterious stuff we use to buy
things. It is a theory unfolded in reflections on the
nature of monetary phenomena such as financial
markets, banks, debt, credit, derivatives, gold, risk,
value, price, interests, and arbitrage. The analysis of
money is put into an historical context, suggesting
that the current financial turbulence and debt crisis
are evidence that we live in the age of post-credit
capitalism. By bridging the fields of economics and
contemporary philosophy, Bjerg's work engages in a
compelling form of intellectual arbitrage.
What’s Wrong with Antitheory? Jeffrey R. Di Leo
2019-11-14 Antitheory has long been a venerable
brand of theory and – although seemingly opposite –
the two impulses have long been intertwined.
Antitheory is the first book to explore this vexed
relationship from the 20th century to the present
day, examining antitheory both in its historical
context and its current state. The book brings
together leading scholars from a wide range of
Humanities disciplines to ask such questions as: ·
What is antitheory? · What does it mean to be
against theory in the new millennium? · What is the
current state of post-theory, the alleged deaths of
theory, and the critique of critique?
The Social Life of Financial Derivatives Edward
LiPuma 2017-08-11 In The Social Life of Financial
Derivatives Edward LiPuma theorizes the profound
social dimensions of derivatives markets and the
processes, rituals, and belief systems that drive them.
In response to the 2008 financial crisis and drawing
on his experience trading derivatives, LiPuma outlines
how they function as complex devices that organize
speculative capital as well as the ways derivativedriven capitalism not only produces the conditions
for its own existence, but also penetrates the fabric
of everyday life. Framing finance as a form of social
life and highlighting the intrinsically social character
of financial derivatives, LiPuma deepens our
understanding of derivatives so that we may someday
making-money-the-philosophy-of-crisis-capitalism

use them to serve the public well-being.
Assetization Kean Birch 2020-07-14 How the asset-anything that can be controlled, traded, and
capitalized as a revenue stream--has become the
primary basis of technoscientific capitalism. In this
book, scholars from a range of disciplines argue that
the asset--meaning anything that can be controlled,
traded, and capitalized as a revenue stream--has
become the primary basis of technoscientific
capitalism. An asset can be an object or an experience,
a sum of money or a life form, a patent or a bodily
function. A process of assetization prevails, imposing
investment and return as the key rationale, and
overtaking commodification and its speculative logic.
Although assets can be bought and sold, the point is
to get a durable economic rent from them rather than
make a killing on the market.
Staatliche Theorie des Geldes Georg Friedrich Knapp
1923 Excerpt from Staatliche Theorie des Geldes Sdie
ftaatliche $heorie be (R)elbwefen aufgubauen, habe
ich im (R)eptember 1901 angefangen; leicht war e5
nicht, unb ich wage nicht gu geftehen, wie oft ich neu
beginnen mu te. Ebenn eine %heorie muf; auf bie (c)bilge
getrieben werben, fonft ift fie gang wertlo . Sder
'braltiter fann fich auch mit (c)albheiten begn gen, unb
er foll e fogar. Fiber. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com
This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
Marx, Veblen, and the Foundations of Heterodox
Economics Tae-Hee Jo 2015-07-30 John F. Henry is an
eminent economist who has made important
contributions to heterodox economics drawing on
Adam Smith, Karl Marx, Thorstein Veblen, and John
Maynard Keynes. His historical approach offers
radical insights into the evolution of ideas
(ideologies and theories) giving rise to and/or induced
by the changes in capitalist society. Essays collected
in this festschrift not only evaluate John Henry’s
contributions in connection to Marx’s and Veblen’s
theories, but also apply them to the socio-economic
issues in the 21st century. In Part I leading heterodox
economists in the traditions of Marxism, Post
Keynesianism, and Institutionalism critically examine
Marx’s and Veblen’s theoretical frameworks (and
their connections to each other) that have become the
foundations of heterodox economics. Chapters in Part
II showcase alternative theoretical explanations
inspired by Marx, Veblen, and Henry. Topics in this
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Part include financial crisis, financialization, capital
accumulation, economics teaching, and the historical
relationship between money and class society. Part III
is devoted to John Henry’s heterodox economics
encapsulated in his "farewell" lecture, interview, and
bibliography. Essays in this book, individually and
collectively, make an important point that the
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history of economic thought (or historical analysis
of economic theory and policy) is an integral part of
developing heterodox economics as an alternative
theoretical framework. Anyone who is troubled by
the recurring failure of capitalism as well as
mainstream economics will find this book well worth
reading.
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